Death of a Pet

Picture Books

Saying Goodbye to Lulu by Corinne Demas J PB DEM

Goodbye, Mousie by Robie Harris J PB HAR

My Old Pal, Oscar by Amy Hest J PB HES

Ada’s Pal by George Ella Lyon J PB LYO

I Remember by Jennifer Moore-Mallinos J PB MOO

The Best Cat in the World by Leslea Newman J PB NEW

Jasper’s Day by Marjorie Parker J PB PAR

Big Cat Pepper by Elizabeth Patridge J PB PAR

The Goodbye Book by Todd Parr J PB PAR

Old Pig by Margaret Wild J PB WIL

Toby by Margaret Wild J PB WIL

Nonfiction

When a Pet Dies by Mister Rogers J 155.9 ROG
**NONFICTION BOOKS**

*The Three Birds*
by Marinus Van den Berg J 155.9 BER

*When I Die, Will I Get Better?*
by Joeri and Piet Breebaart J 155.9 BRE

*When Dinosaurs Die: A Guide to Understanding Death*
By Laurene Krasny Brown J 155.9 BRO

*Talking about Death*
by Karen Bryant-Mole J 155.9 BRY

*After You Lose Someone You Love*
by Amy Dennison J 155.9 PAP DEN

*What on Earth Do You Do When Someone Dies?*
by Trevor Romain J 155.9 PAP ROM

*It Must Hurt A Lot*
by Doris Sanford J 155.9 SAN

*When Bad Things Happen: A Guide to Help Kids Cope*
by Ted O’Neal J 155.93 PAP ONE

*Lifetimes: The Beautiful Way to Explain Death to Children*
by Bryan Mellonie J 306.9 PAP MEL

*Water Bugs and Dragonflies: Explaining Death to Young Children*
by Doris Stickney J 306.9 STI

*Cancer Hates Kisses*
by Jessica Reid Sliwerski J 616.99 SLI

**PICTURE BOOKS**

*The Grandad Tree* by Trich Cookie J PB COO

*Nana Upstairs & Nana Downstairs* by Tomie DePaola J PB DEP

*Always and Forever* by Alan Durant J PB DUR

*Grandma’s Gone to Live in the Stars* by Max Haynes J PB HAY

*That Summer* by Tony Johnston J PB JOH

*The Goodbye Boat* by Mary Joslin J PB JOS

*Waiting to Sing* by Howard Kaplan J PB KAP

*Ida, Always* by Carson Levis J PB LEV

*Lighthouse: a story of remembrance*
by Robert Munsch J PB MUN

*Chester Raccoon* by Audrey Penn J P PEN

*What’s Happening to Grandpa?* by Maria Schriver J PB SHR

*Badger’s Parting Gifts* by Susan Varley J PB VAR

*Saying Goodbye to Daddy* by Judith Vigna J PB VIG

*The Fall of Freddy the Leaf: a Story of Life For All Ages* by Leo F. Buscaglia J PB BUS